Based On Little-Known Spiritual Secrets… in the Bible

By Elisha Goodman

THE dream CODE

91 Dream Secrets Revealed, Plus 111 Prayer “Bullets” to Manifest Your Success Dreams - and Cancel the Bad and the Ugly!

With an Electrifying Story – of The Scientist Whose Dream Changed the World… In His Own Words!
Acts 2:17

“And it shall come to pass in the last days, says God, that I will pour out of My Spirit on all flesh; your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your young men shall see visions, your old men shall dream dreams.”
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The Dream CODE

Introduction

THE DREAM TRIGGER

She was in her late thirties. Recently divorced. Out of work. And frustrated. She had been a Christian for 17 years... and had nothing to show for it.

She was living a life of quiet desperation.

Then she went to a highly knowledgeable man of God and complained to him about her situation. The man prayed with her.

Shortly after, she got a job.

She felt highly elated. She was so excited about starting work after so long that she looked forward to her first day in the office.

On the night before her starting date, she had a strange dream.

She found herself in the midst of a wedding ceremony. Strangely enough, she was the bride. It was a church setting. She saw the congregation, the pastor and the bridegroom. She found herself standing side by side with an unknown man and was about to be joined together with him in marriage.

The whole situation seemed bizarre to her.

In that dream, she called the unknown pastor and said, “Who is this man?” “I’m sorry, I don’t know him,” came the reply.

“What kind of wedding is this? Why must I get married to a total stranger? Count me out of this wedding!” she shouted.
The pastor just ignored her and went ahead to conduct the wedding. She decided there and then to run for her dear life. That was how she ran out in the middle of the service.

All hell broke loose. The pastor, the bridegroom and the rest of the congregation ran after her...

She woke up, hot and sweating... and realized it was a dream.

Like most people, she did not understand the implication of such a dream until she resumed work the following day. Expecting to be welcomed to her office, she was shocked when they told her to hold on for an hour or two. Later they called her into the office of the director who told her,

“Marlene, we are sorry to have wasted your time. Although we gave you a letter of appointment, we’ve only just discovered that there was a mistake. That letter was not meant for you. We are sorry for the inconvenience. And we wish you the best in your future endeavors.”

It was as if the ground should open up and swallow her. She felt humiliated, confused and tired.

When it finally sank in that she had lost the job, she ran back to the man of God to narrate what happened. Then she told him the strange dream she had the night before.

Here’s what the pastor told her to do.

He instructed her to summon the dream congregation, the evil marriage partner and the strange pastor who was trying to conduct the wedding, renounce every form of involvement with such an evil gathering and destroy all satanic agents associated with it with the fire of the Holy Ghost... in the name of Jesus.

She did just that.
The result?

She was recalled by that same company in a matter of days. The same director who had rejected her now apologized profusely and gave her the job without delay.

To understand the spiritual transactions that happened here, in the next few minutes, I am now going to take you behind the curtain...

... and share with you biblical keys that will allow you to access the hidden world of dreams...

... cancel the bad and the ugly, and pray your God-given dreams into manifestation.

Welcome on board... our revealing and exciting dreamboat!
Chapter ONE

BIG BAM BOOM

Someone came across this story from some dream book and wanted to know my thoughts:

“Several years ago, I had a recurring dream. It always started with a big boom, like a loud gunshot. And then a voice telling me, ‘You’re not dead. You need to wake up. You need to drive the car.’ What car? There was no car in the dream! Nevertheless, because the voice sounded so urgent, I would try to wake up anyway.

But no matter how hard I struggled in the dream, I couldn’t do it. You understand, I would wake up from the dream but never in the dream. I had this dream several times over a period of about two weeks and was never able to wake up in the dream. And then finally I was able to do it – I woke myself up in the dream. And after that I stopped having the dream.

I had forgotten all about it, but one evening a couple of weeks later, I was a passenger in a car driven by a friend, and I heard that boom, that loud gunshot, but I was unconscious. I didn’t know why, but I was unconscious and I just wanted to sleep.

Then I remembered that voice from the dream telling me, ‘You’re not dead. You need to wake up. You need to drive the car.’ So I did – I woke myself up. I woke up to find that the car we were riding in was on fire. It had exploded, but we were still moving. I found out later that a huge tire had come off a semi-truck on the other side of the highway and had smashed into our car. Both my friend and I had immediately been knocked out, but my friend’s foot was still pressing the accelerator. We were headed toward a head-on collision with oncoming traffic.
But now I was awake. And as the voice had said, I needed to ‘drive the car.’ And that’s just what I did. Calmly, almost as though I was dreaming, I reached over from the passenger side and drove the car until we were safely out of the flow of traffic. I pulled over and parked.

“If I hadn’t had that dream, I’m certain both my friend and I would be dead...”

This is the sort of story that mystifies, entralls and fascinates us.

“What do I think about this?” my reader (who is not a Christian) wanted to know.

My response:

This individual should have cancelled the dream AS SOON AS he woke up. A few prayer points like these ones would have done the job, and saved him that terrible experience altogether...

1. I silence every satanic noise in the name of Jesus
2. I cancel every dream of defeat and death in the name of Jesus
3. I reject any appointment with tragedy in the mighty name of Jesus

There’s a prayer assignment at the end of this manual. There are 111 targeted, PROVEN prayer points to deal with every conceivable dream experience you may have.

THERE IS VICTORY FOR YOU IN THE NAME OF JESUS
The physicist, Albert Einstein, is considered one of the greatest scientists who ever lived.

Did you ever know that his big breakthrough Theory of Relativity came to him in a dream?

In her book, “Wake Up to Your Dream” Sandra Collier discussed how dreaming affected Albert Einstein.

Hear Einstein himself tell his dream

“I was sledding with my friends at night. I started to slide down the hill but my sled started going faster and faster. I was going so fast that I realized I was approaching the speed of light. I looked up at that point and I saw the stars. They were being refracted into colors I had never seen before. I was filled with a sense of awe. I understood in some way that I was looking at the most important meaning in my life.”

Years later, Einstein said, “I knew I had to understand that dream and you could say, and I would say, that my entire scientific career has been a meditation on my dream.”

Whoa! That’s from the man acknowledged as possibly the greatest scientist who ever lived!
Chapter THREE

I HAVE A DREAM...
BUT I DON’T UNDERSTAND IT!

Dreams have been here as long as mankind.

Back in the Roman Era, striking and significant dreams were submitted to the Senate for analysis and interpretation.

In those days, dream interpreters accompanied military leaders into battle. Dreams were extremely significant and often seen as messages from the gods.

People with particularly vivid and significant dreams were believed to be blessed and were considered special.

People who had the power to interpret dreams were looked up to and seen as divinely gifted.

We know the bible story of Joseph and how his divine ability to interpret dreams helped promote him from prison to prime minister in Egypt.

The story of Daniel is also familiar to many of us. His ability to interpret dreams catapulted him from slave-boy to first president in Babylon.

In the bible, there are over 50 mentions of dreams.

Why?

Because your dreams carry vitally important information... in coded form!

Gaining an understanding of the hidden secrets your dreams are trying to tell you can give you a crucial head start in the game of life.

Put another way, acquiring the ability to interpret your dreams is powerful.
In analyzing your dreams, you can learn about deep secrets you may not be able to find out any other way.

God can give you that special ability to interpret your dreams, just like HE gave to Joseph and Daniel in the bible.

With this one gift, you can unravel many common dream symbols and know when:

- money is coming your way... and how to position yourself to receive it
- an opportunity for wealth, success and happiness is staring you right in the face
- there's a warning you should not ignore
- a change of course can bring you spectacular breakthroughs in relationships
- God is trying to get your attention
- and much, much more!

Many dreams are prophetic.

They carry signs of warning and advice.

In this series, I'm going to be looking at dreams from a biblical perspective.

As we go along, you'll discover that every detail, even the most minute element in your dream is important and must be considered when analyzing your dreams.

I'll show you to look closely at the characters, animals, objects, and even places that are depicted in your dreams.

Because they are all significant.

Beyond showing you the meanings, I'll also give you the prayers to pray in each situation.

We'll get things started with the sunny side of things where you will learn about the kind of dreams that signify greatness, prosperity,
abundance, wealth, great relationship... and how to pray them into manifestation.

You'll see real life examples of famous people and the dreams that opened the door to success, peace and prosperity.

The greatest discovery for you reading this may just be what happened to Christopher Columbus. He dreamed he heard someone speak to him with the message,

"GOD will give you the keys of the ocean."

The dream inspired him to pursue his scheme for a voyage westward and to the eventual discovery of America.

Is it possible that GOD has already given you the key to your own ocean of wealth, health and happiness... in your dreams?

Read on to find out...
Chapter FOUR

DREAMS OF THE RICH AND FAMOUS

Jack Niklaus

World Champion Golfer

Some dreams can help solve scientific problems, paint a masterpiece, or improve at sports.

World champion golfer Jack Niklaus told a reporter in 1964 that he used dreaming to achieve championship standards.

"Last Wednesday night I had a dream, and it was about my gold swing. I was hitting them pretty good in the dream, and all at once I realized I wasn't holding the club the way I've actually been holding it lately.

"I've actually been having trouble collapsing my right arm, taking the club head away from the ball, but I was doing it perfectly in my sleep.

"So when I came to the course yesterday morning, I tried it in the way I did in my dream and it worked.

"I shot a 68 yesterday and a 65 today and believe me it's a lot more fun this way. I feel kind of foolish admitting it but it really happened in my dream. All I had to do was change my grip just a little."

Jack had a dream that rocketed him to success, fame and prosperity.

You may be having the same without knowing it...
Francis of Assisi

*Catholic Saint/Founder - Franciscan Monks*

Dreams played an important part in the life of St. Francis of Assisi. They gave him the strength to persevere with his life of poverty and establish his order of Franciscan Monks.

Just before a difficult interview with Pope Innocent III Francis dreamed he saw a tall tree with wide thick branches.

The nature-loving saint looked upon it with wonder and realized that as he looked he grew in size until he was the same height as the tree.

When he touched its branches the tree bowed in reference. Francis took this as a message from God that Pope Innocent III would accept his ideas.

He did.

Saint Francis had a dream that brought him favor, recognition and respect.
Adolf Hitler

Nazi Dictator

During the first world war 28-year-old Adolf Hitler was a corporal in the German infantry fighting in the trenches on the French Front.

One night he dreamed of being buried beneath an avalanche of earth and molten iron.

He could feel the terrible pain of being fatally wounded. He woke up and felt compelled to leave the trench.

As soon as he was clear of the dugout he heard a loud explosion behind him.

The trench he had been sleeping in only moments before was now a smouldering pile of dirt, hot metal and blood.

This event convinced Hitler he was invincible and destined for greatness.

Hitler had a dream that saved him from instant death...

(By the way, millions of folks around the world would wish he never had that dream.)

The point here is that even you may be having dreams of impending danger without knowing it... and without taking action about it!
Oliver Cromwell

*Founder of the English Parliament*

When he was a young man Oliver Cromwell dreamed that a huge female figure drew back the curtain around his bed and told him that one day he would be the greatest man in England.

The dream puzzled him because the greatest man in England was the king and Cromwell noticed that his dream made no mention that he would be king.

In 1648 after a bloody civil war Cromwell signed the king's death warrant.

He was now the greatest man in England.

Oliver had a dream that prepared him to for the pivotal role he played in shaping the course of history.

Charles Dickens

*Famous Novelist*

One night Charles Dickens dreamed he saw a woman in a red shawl with her back toward him.

"I am Miss Napier," she said as she spun around.

The dream seemed to be nonsense but the next night after giving a literary reading some friends came backstage and introduced him to a woman they wanted him to meet.
Her name was Miss Napier.

Charles had a dream that helped him find love, feel wanted and appreciated.

**Elias Howe**

*Inventor of the Sewing Machine*

Even the sewing machine owes its invention to a dream.

Elias Howe was stuck for a solution for a working model.

One night he dreamed that a savage king ordered him to invent a sewing machine.

When Howe said he'd tried but couldn't the whole tribe raised their spears to kill him.

Just before the fateful moment Howe noticed that each spear had a hole in it just above the point.

This was the vital clue needed for the commercial perfection of the sewing machine.

Elias had a dream that helped him solve a big problem. It gave birth to the sewing machine, one of the key inventions that helped move human civilization forward.
Niels Bohr

*World Famous Physicist*

Physicist Niels Bohr was trying to understand the nature of the atom.

One night he dreamed of a sun composed of burning gases with planets orbiting it attached by fine threads.

When he awoke he realized that this was the solution to the problem that had perplexed him for so long.

It explained the structure of the atom and heralded the birth of atomic physics.

Bohr went on to win the Nobel Prize for Physics (the ultimate honor that any scientist can ever receive.)

Bohr's son Aage also became a physicist and shared the Nobel prize for Physics in 1975.

Niels had a dream that helped him solve a knotty scientific problem.

You may not be a scientist but everyday you may be facing challenges in other critical areas of your life.

Other notable examples include:

- Did you know that the *great composer* Mozart received many of his most glorious compositions through dreams?

- Or that the famous author *Robert Louis Stevenson* struggled for days over a short story that refused to take
shape until a dream transformed it into the classic “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde?”

• Or that Dmitry Mendeleyev, a brilliant 19th century chemist and physicist recreated the Periodic Table during his waking hours after it appeared to him in its entirety in a dream?

• Or if Dr. Jonas Salk had chosen to ignore his dreams, the polio vaccine might never have existed? Meaning millions would still be dying of the dreaded disease today!

You may be receiving the solutions to such problems in the dream without even knowing it.

Your dreams contain vital information... and a key!

Every one who sleeps carries this key, but few know how to "plumb" their dream's depths to excavate the spiritual intelligence... that could usher in promotion, happiness, success, and wealth.

The Sad Case of the President

A few days before he was killed, Abraham Lincoln said that he was impressed by the number of prophetic dreams in the Bible.

When his wife asked him why he’d brought this up, Lincoln related a dream he just had.

He was wandering through the halls of the White House trying to find out where the sound of weeping people was coming from. His search led him to the East Room where he saw a coffin lying on a platform, guarded by soldiers and surrounded by a throng of mourners.

“Who is dead?” he asked in the dream.
“The president, killed by an assassin” was the answer.

The loud grieving sobs of mourners finally awoke Lincoln from the dream.

We all know the rest of the story... Lincoln was killed by an assassin’s bullet a few days later.

**Ignoring Your Dreams Can**

**Open The Door To Disaster**
Chapter FIVE

EVEN THE BIBLE IS NOT LEFT OUT

The Bible contains over 50 references to dreams.

We’ll see the example of a famous Bible dreamer and interpreter... and how his dream brought him fame, wealth, recognition, power... because

God Uses Dreams... To Reveal Secrets!

Jacob

One of the earliest and most well known is Jacob’s dream of a ladder from Earth to Heaven. In the dream, God promised Jacob that all the families of the earth would be blessed through Abraham, Isaac and Jacob... and that God would return Jacob to the Promised Land.

Joseph

Dreams caused great trouble for Joseph and his brothers. “Here comes the dreamer,” say the brothers. Let’s slay him and then let us see what will become of his dreams” (Genesis 32:19).

Joseph is thrown into a pit and eventually sold to traders, who bring him to Egypt. But Joseph’s understanding of dreams brought him blessings and prosperity.

His interpretation of Pharaoh’s dreams led to his appointment as Prime Minister of Egypt... and saved his family from famine.
Abraham

It was a dream that foretold to Abraham his people’s slavery in Egypt and the eventual Exodus. “A deep slumber descended upon Abraham and a horror of a great darkness enveloped him... Your seed will be a stranger in a land that is not theirs, and will serve them and they will afflict them...” (Genesis 15:12-13).

The covenant between God, Abraham and the people of Israel was revealed in association with this dream.

Daniel

As described in the book of Daniel, the dream of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon is also an important Biblical dream.

Nebuchadnezzar dreamed of a tree being cut down, and of being left to graze like a beast.

Daniel explained that this dream was to teach him to acknowledge God above him in the same way as he was above the beasts in the field.

Nebuchadnezzar eventually went insane, and his son Belshazzar assumed the throne. During a feast given by Belshazzar, Daniel saw a message of judgment in God’s handwriting on the palace wall.

He interpreted the writing to the king, “You are weighed in the balances and are found wanting. Your kingdom is divided and given to the Medes and Persians” (Daniel 5:25-30).

That very night the Medo-Persian army captured Babylon and killed Balshazzar, and king Darius became ruler.

Modern Christians and Dreams

Early Christians taught that God might reveal Himself through dreams.

In time dreams fell out of fashion within Christianity.
Why?

Maybe because Martin Luther, the great reformer, believed and taught that **ALL** dreams were the work of the devil.

Of course this was **NOT** exactly correct, in the light of the teachings of the Bible.
As we’ve said **there are over 50 references to dreams** in the Bible.
In both Old and New Testaments, dreams and visions were regarded as revelations from the Spirit.

Unknown to most people...

**Dreams Were Critical To The Life And Death Of Christ**

Although dreams are not as frequent in the New Testament their role is critical in the life and death of our Lord Jesus Christ.

While Joseph and Mary were first together an angel appeared to Joseph **in a dream** with this message: “Joseph... do not be afraid to take Mary to be your wife. For it is by the Holy Spirit that she has conceived. She will have a Son, and you will name Him Jesus – because He will save His people from their sins” (Matt 1:20-21).

The wise men after being guided by a star to the stable where Jesus was born, are **warned in a dream** not to return to Herod” (Matt 2:12). Joseph is then warned **in a dream that** “Herod will be looking for the child in order to kill Him. So get up, take the Child and His mother and escape to Egypt, and stay there until I tell you to leave” (Matt 2:13).
Joseph remained in Egypt until he received these instructions from an 
angel in a dream: “Get up, take the Child and His mother, and go 
back to the land of Israel, because those who tried to kill the Child are 
dead” (Matt 2:20).

Thirty years later, while Pilate was contemplating the fate of Jesus, he 
receives this message from his wife, “Have nothing to do with that just 
man, for I have suffered many things in a dream today because of 
Him” (Matt 27:19).
Chapter SIX

HOW TO RECOGNIZE SUCCESS DREAMS

Dreams are like spiritual movies of events taking place in the spirit realm. Before we dig deep into the revelation concerning dreams, we want to take a look at the kind of dreams that bring success.

Where do these dreams come from?

They come from God.

Let’s review a few examples from the Bible to illustrate this point:

In Joseph’s life...

*Now Israel loved Joseph more than all his children, because he was the son of his old age: and he made him a coat of many colors.*

*And when his brethren saw that their father loved him more than all his brethren, they hated him, and could not speak peaceably unto him. And Joseph dreamed a dream, and he told it his brethren: and they hated him yet the more.*

*And he said unto them, Hear, I pray you, this dream which I have dreamed:*

*For, behold, we were binding sheaves in the field, and, lo, my sheaf arose, and also stood upright; and, behold, your sheaves stood round about, and made obeisance to my sheaf.*

*Gen 37:3-7*

This account shows clearly that God revealed Joseph’s life story to him in a dream.
The fact that God speaks to people through dreams is clearly spelt out in Numbers 12:6:

*And he said, Hear now my words: If there be a prophet among you, I the LORD will make myself known unto him in a vision, and will speak unto him in a DREAM.*

*Numbers 12:6*

Another popular passage in the Bible further clarifies this point:

*And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh; and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions:*

*Joel 2:28*

This same verse was also quoted in Acts 2:17.

The Bible continues:

*The prophet that hath a dream, let him tell a dream; and he that hath my word, let him speak my word faithfully. What is the chaff to the wheat? saith the LORD.*

*Jeremiah 23:28*

This passage shows us that a God-appointed prophet could have dreams.

Some people might say this is an Old Testament passage. But what will you say when you read a New Testament passage like this one:

*And being warned of God in a dream that they should not return to Herod, they departed into their own country another way.*
And when they were departed, behold, the angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream, saying, Arise, and take the young child and his mother, and flee into Egypt, and be thou there until I bring thee word: for Herod will seek the young child to destroy him.

When he arose, he took the young child and his mother by night, and departed into Egypt:

Matt 2:12-14

So, how did God speak to Joseph?

God spoke to him through a dream!

- God speaks to people in dreams in order to instruct them concerning what to do.

- God also speaks to people in dreams in order to warn them.

Let’s confirm that in Scripture:

*For God speaks once, yea twice, yet man perceives it not.*

*In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep falls upon men, in slumberings upon the bed;*

*Then he opens the ears of men, and seals their instruction,*

*That he may withdraw man from his purpose, and hide pride from man.*

*He keeps back his soul from the pit, and his life from perishing by the sword.*

Job 33:14-18
God speaks to people in dreams. Sometimes people are too noisy. God therefore chooses to speak to them through dreams. Many people have formed the habit of switching on the radio or TV as soon as they wake up in the morning.

When they go to work, they are immersed in the noise of traffic. When they get into their workplaces they are bombarded with noise and idle talk. When they close from work and they are on their way home, it is noise again. As soon as they get home, it is the noise of TV. For most people life has become on continuum of noise.

The only time they experience any form of quietness at all is in the night when they are sleeping.

That is the only time God can gain their attention if He wants to speak to them!

**Dream Instructions**

We look at this in many ways, by examining our dreams and destiny. In Psalm 32:8 we read:

*I will instruct you and teach you in the way which you shall go: I will guide you with my eye.*

*Psalm 32:8*

It is rather unfortunate that very few Christians receive instructions from the Lord. Most people go to church to choose what they like in the word of God (e.g. prosperity), and leave the others (such as repentance and holy living).

The scripture above just shows us that we should make sure we receive instruction from the Lord before we make a move...
Why? Otherwise the next verse will go into effect:

*Be ye not as the horse, or as the mule, which have no understanding: whose mouth must be held in with bit and bridle, lest they come near unto thee.*

*Psalm 32:9*

... meaning do not walk as people without understanding.

*Why dost thou strive against him? for he gives not account of any of his matters.*

*For God speaks once, yea twice, yet man perceives it not.*

*Job 33:13-14*

That is God talks to us, and we do not get his message most of the time.

There are so many different levels of spiritual communication as shown in the next verses:

*In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep falls upon men, in slumberings upon the bed; Then he opens the ears of men, and seals their instruction,*

*Job 33:15-16*

So your dreams can tell you a lot of things. The dreams you are having can be a channel of divine instructions to you for your destiny.

The Bible even says that God will not do anything unless He first reveals it to some of His people:
Surely the Lord GOD will do nothing, but he reveals his secret unto his servants the prophets.

Amos 3:7

Here’s the big truth...

It is one thing for God to pass an information to you... it is quite another for you to understand it.

God desires to talk to people but when He finds that we do not understand Him through some medium of communication, He resorts to giving us the instructions through the dream.

So your dreams become a sort of spiritual monitor. You can gain a quick insight through the dreams you are having whether you are on or off-course in life.

Because those dreams are visions that can reveal your fears, aspirations, hopes, your past and your future.

- They can result in your healing.
- They can change and influence your life.
- Those dreams can enlighten, warn and inform you.

Such dreams should not be ignored. They are divine tools through which divine messages are brought to you.

Here’s a fine example from the Bible...

A certain king wanted to take over Abraham’s wife and the Lord came to the man in the dream, saying, “Abimelech, you are a dead man.” He asked why, and the Lord told him because he’d taken another man’s wife.
The Lord told him to restore the woman to the husband, adding, “I have told the husband to pray for you for he is a prophet.”

Another example...

**Jacob** was a confused man until he had a dream where he saw a ladder reaching up to heaven and the angels of God ascending and descending on it.

**Joseph** was nicknamed, “the dreamer” in the Bible because he had so many striking dreams.

We even have a case where someone was tormented in the dream.

**Pilate’s wife** told her husband how she suffered in the dream because of the righteous man, Jesus.

**Paul**, in the midst of a tempest and threat of a shipwreck told the people concerning a dream he had in the night. In that dream, an angel of God had appeared to him to assure him that no lives would be lost, even though everything pointed to the contrary. Paul regained strength and supernatural confidence from this dream visitation.

But wait... there is more!

God can use dreams to reveal the plan of your life to you... as He did for **Solomon**, the richest man who ever lived!

Here’s the Bible account of how it happened:

*In Gibeon the LORD appeared to Solomon in a dream by night: and God said, Ask what I shall give thee.*

*And God said unto him, Because thou hast asked this thing, and hast not asked for thyself long life; neither hast asked riches for thyself,*
nor hast asked the life of your enemies; but hast asked for thyself understanding to discern judgment;

Behold, I have done according to thy words: lo, I have given thee a wise and an understanding heart; so that there was none like thee before thee, neither after thee shall any arise like unto thee.

And I have also given thee that which thou hast not asked, both riches, and honour: so that there shall not be any among the kings like unto thee all thy days.

And if you wilt walk in my ways, to keep my statutes and my commandments, as your father David did walk, then I will lengthen your days.

And Solomon awoke; and, behold, it was a dream. And he came to Jerusalem, and stood before the ark of the covenant of the LORD, and offered up burnt offerings, and offered peace offerings, and made a feast to all his servants.

1 Kings 3:5, 11-15

More Success Dreams

God can use dreams to encourage. In the Bible He used it to encourage, direct, instruct and make covenants with people.

Some examples...

1. Pharaoh had a dream about impending famine.
2. The wise men who visited at Jesus’ birth were given directions through the dream.
3. Paul had a dream in which he was told, “Come over to Macedonia and help us.”

4. Pilate’s wife had a dream which made her warn her husband to wash his hands clean from unlawful persecution of Jesus.

These are all Biblical examples.

Has God given you any dream about your life?

**You will have to pray until it comes to pass.**

There’s something I must point out here...

God does NOT give bad dreams to His children. He only gives good dreams. The Bible confirms this in Jeremiah 29:11:

*For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, says the LORD, thoughts of peace, and not of evil, to give you an expected end.*

*Jeremiah 29:11*

Every God-given dream is for your good. If God has warned you through a dream to take an important or urgent step in your life, you must obey promptly.

Success dreams can be summed into...

1. dreams of instruction or teaching
2. dreams of the prophetic nature
3. dreams of warning
4. dreams of encouragement
Chapter SEVEN

HOW TO DETECT AND CANCEL BAD AND UGLY DREAMS

The next type of dreams we want to look at are dreams that do not lead to success. In fact they can lead to anxiety, disappointment and depression.

Such dreams do not come from God. This is the class of dreams that psychologists attempt to interpret using terms such as the subconscious mind, ego, personality, etc.

The simplest explanation here is that you dream about what you are pre-occupied with in your day-to-day activities. And the Bible supports this view:

For a dream comes through the multitude of business, and a fool’s voice is known by multitude of words.

Eccl 5:3

With this class of dreams, God has nothing to do with it. And the devil has nothing to do with it.

The Bible makes this clear:

It shall even be as when an hungry man dreams, and, behold, he eats; but he awakes, and his soul is empty: or as when a thirsty man dreams, and, behold, he drinks; but he awakes, and, behold, he is faint, and his soul hath appetite: so shall the multitude of all the nations be, that fight against mount Zion.

Isa 29:8
You dream about what occupies your mind throughout the day. When you fill a glass with water, a little tilt will spill some of the water.

If your heart is brimful with a particular thought, such thoughts will be replayed in your dreams.

For example those who have lustful thoughts may dream of sex in all its forms.

Sad people will always dream about tragedy.

If you read an ugly book or magazine before going to bed, you are likely to see horrible pictures of what you read replayed in your dream.

If you read an occult book or you visited one of the fake spirituality sites on the Internet, you will dream of weird and horrible things.

If you watch one of these terrible and corrupting movies or TV programs before going to bed, you definitely will see the same things in your dream.

**Worldly Influences**

If you are a Christian who is fond of counting her woes, tragedies and misfortunes, you will do the same in your dreams.

If your dreams are completely taken over by worldly things and you are always dreaming of dancing at parties, you need to quickly repent.

Those dreams are a reflection of your state of mind.

Fleshly or carnal dreams can be so deceptive, especially when you have not “crucified” your flesh.

To a large extent, if you live a “filthy” life, you will have dirty dreams.
That may be one of the reasons the Bible advises us ...

_Having therefore these promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God._

2 Cor 7:1

If you live a holy life, most of the time you will have heavenly and God-honoring dreams.

Confused people have confusing and senseless dreams.

Demonic people have demonic dreams.

Sick people generally dream about sickness. There is a fitting example in the book of Job:

_Now a thing was secretly brought to me, and mine ear received a little thereof._
In thoughts from the visions of the night, when deep sleep falls on men,
_Fear came upon me, and trembling, which made all my bones to shake._

Job 4:12-14

Job dreamt about fear, trembling and shaking in his bones when he was sick.

Your physical condition goes a long way in influencing your dreams.

A banker would dream of counting money.

A post office worker may dream of letters and stamps, very often.
YOU DO NOT NEED TO BOTHER WITH THESE TYPES OF DREAMS.

They only reflect your physical or emotional condition.

**Caution: Dangerous Territory Ahead!**

However, there is a class of dreams which should attract the attention of everyone.

This class of dreams has ruined many lives.

I am talking about dark dreams from the other side.

Yes, a dream can come from Satan, the enemy of man. He can use his demons to infiltrate the lives of men and women through dreams.

This is an area I am about to explore.

Why?

Because if you take away the activities of Satan and his agents from our dreams, you will have solved as much as 70% of ALL human problems!

Sounds incredible?

Then read on... you are in for a shocker.

But first, let me sound a very gentle note of warning here:

Many spiritual secret that the devil has been carefully hiding from you are about to be revealed in the next few pages.
What do you think the devil will do? He is desperate to hide this information from you... so he can freely manipulate and steal your God-given blessings in the dream.

He will project thoughts into your mind. To discourage you from reading, or even worse, from taking action by praying the 111 prayer points at the end of this book.

If you are truly born again, you have a big ally – the Holy Spirit.

Please do me a favor.

Close this book right NOW and ask Him to help you.

Ask for His understanding and wisdom. Ask Him to prepare you for what’s ahead.

Ask the LORD to make this day a special moment in your life. Tell Him to speak to you out of the pages of this manual... and make this a day you will never forget.

Now you are ready...

Dark Dreams of Darkness

The sole objective of the devil is to cause calamity and destruction. His purpose is to inflict sickness on people, terrify men and women, and make evil covenants with them without their knowledge. His sole aim is to kill and destroy. He tries very hard to confuse men and women, even Christians and pastors, into making the wrong decisions in life.

Satan is a deceiver. His biggest theater of deception is through dreams. He feeds people confusing images in their dreams.
He could make you see a person dressed in white in the dream... to lead you to the false conclusion that God is speaking to you.

A woman was praying one night and all of a sudden someone appeared to her and told her to stop praying. She was baffled when the person added, “You are praying too much.” The sister paused and wondered why Jesus or an angel of God would ever ask her to stop praying when the Bible clearly says we should pray without ceasing.

So she looked closely and to her surprise, she noticed tiny dirty spots all over the white garment of this strange personality.

Immediately, a Scripture jumped into her mind:

And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light.
Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works.

2 Cor 11:14-15

That opened her eyes. She screamed at him:

“You... you are an agent of the devil. You are not from God. You are bound in Jesus’ name.”

The man disappeared. The devil was trying to deceive her. This is how the devil darkens the vision of many prophets, pastors and Christians. After such a deceptive vision, they generally relapse into strange doctrines.

They go about saying, “God told me to divorce my spouse and marry another... God told me to tear up my Bible, etc.”
You must be careful when you hear or see such things. The devil is always looking for people to deceive.

There is NO substitute for a thorough grounding in the Scriptures... and knowing how to deploy those Scriptures during prayer.

**Direct Satanic Attacks**

Besides leading people into error and bondage through dreams, the devil also afflicts people directly. All the dreams about accidents, attacks, carrying loads, closed doors, youth growing old, chains in the neck, closed Bibles... are all symbolic. They represent one form of satanic attack or the other.

If you also find yourself drinking unknown liquids or poison in your dreams, you are surely under attack.

If you dream of your property being confiscated or if you see a coffin in your dream, the devil is at work.

Those who dream of seeing themselves being lost in the jungle, those who see black shadows in the dream and those who see people running after them are also experiencing some form of satanic attack.

Again, if you find yourself screaming in your dream, something is surely amiss.

Those who are fond of eating assorted foods in the dream are most probably under attack.

So are those who see snakes, water, dead relatives, “spirit husbands”, “spirit wives”, “spirit children” and personalities wearing masks.

**These all have deep meaning in the spirit world.** The devil uses them as points of contact.
The list is almost endless. The Bible talks of the “depths of satan.” The devil has many mysterious ways of afflicting people.

Sweating profusely in the dream, laboring as in pregnancy, serving food to people you don’t know, attending strange meetings in the dream, being attacked by crocodiles, cats, dogs, lions, and other strange events in the dream are all part of satan’s method of enslaving and destroying people.

**Satanic strategies**

There is no other passage to turn to for a proper understanding of victory over satanic dreams than Matthew 13:25:

*But while men slept, his enemy came and sowed...*

A dream is a natural way in which the spiritual world breaks into our lives. Dreams can be the key to unlocking the door to the inner world.

Dreams have been referred to as the speech of the spirit. Unfortunately modern Christians have tended to either ignore dreams altogether or take them as playthings.

Every normal person is supposed to sleep. God in His own wisdom has designed this for man. Everything which God has designed for man is for a good purpose. But the problem is that the enemy goes into every good thing and corrupts it. The devil turns everything that should be a friend of man into an enemy.

Dreams play an active role in the lives of men and women. Unfortunately the problems in the lives of most people start with instances of satanic dreams.

People face 2 special types of danger:
1. A lot of people are so deep in spiritual sleep that they never remember what they dreamt about when they wake up. This is the twin danger, when someone dreams and forgets everything, he stands the danger of missing an important message or ministration from God if He was the one speaking through the dream.

2. If the enemy is carrying out an evil activity and you forget the dream, you also face the danger of remaining under bondage. If you are fond of forgetting dreams on a regular basis, you have a very serious problem.

I remember the case of a woman who went to a very prayerful church during the time they were having a marathon fasting and prayer session. There was a session tagged: “Know the Secrets.” She went to the Lord and requested to know certain secrets.

As she was praying, God opened her eyes and she found herself before a great king who told her,

“Be careful about the church you are attending. I have only allowed you to go there because I know you will never become a genuine member of the church.”

Then she woke up. She went for counseling and told him about the dream. The man of God told her,

“You have a strange king ruling over your life. Jesus is the only true king. You have a demonic king to dethrone in your life. You must dethrone that king and lift Jesus up.”

She started praying, saying, “You strange king, be dethroned in the mighty name of the Lord Jesus Christ.”
She was not fully aware of the problem she was bringing upon herself. The same night she prayed, she found herself before the throne of that same king. The king was angry. He confronted her and said,

“What kind of nonsense is this? I know how to deal with you. I will remove your spiritual memory so that whatever you see or hear in a dream, you will never remember.”

Since that day, the sister just sleeps and wakes up without remembering any dream she had. As a result of her spiritual level, the devil kept on doing great havoc against her life without her knowledge.

This sister eventually declared war against her oppressors and dethroned the foreign king through aggressive prayer and fasting.

There is a double danger there. You need to pray on target against this type of problem.

**Dream Attacks**

Sometimes, people experience the manifestations of what evil powers have done in the dream.

Most of the time, what happens in the realm of the dream happens in the physical as well.

Another woman dreamt about somebody who was defecating on her head. She was worried. Unfortunately, she goes to a church where spiritual warfare is not taught. Since that day, her husband began to hate her. That marked the beginning of the ruin of her marriage.

Occasionally, satanic agents force people to eat in the dream. Problems often start with such strange dreams. The Bible says:

*My people are destroyed for lack of Knowledge (Hosea 4:6)*
Another lady, newly wedded in England, had a rather sad story to tell.

She dreamt that a blonde woman she'd never seen before walked into her home, made straight for her closet and grabbed her wedding gown. She was gone before you could say, "Jesus is Lord."

At breakfast the following morning, she told her husband about it. He just laughed it off.

Tell you what?

On that exact, same day two months later, the husband filed for divorce.

He packed up and moved in with - you guessed it - the blonde woman who first appeared in the dream!

Many people have suffered terribly as a result of ignorance of what the devil does in the dream.

Many people have fallen prey to the enemy through dreams.

Many have been made to believe lies and errors through misleading dreams.

The enemy has used dreams to confuse a lot of people in their marital, business, financial and spiritual matters.

**Lessons to Learn**

We need revelation knowledge to overcome our problems. To be informed is to be transformed. Some Christians claim they have no problems, but this can only mean one of 3 things:-
1. The person has expired while still living
2. God has given up on the person
3. Even the devil feels this person is not a threat at all, and so would not waste his bullets on her.

Listen, all the people of God in the Bible faced problems... some big, some huge.

Many overcame their problems... while others allowed their problems to overcome them.

I want to believe that since you are reading this manual, you belong in the group of the overcomers.

You are in good company... because JESUS is the ultimate overcomer.

Even the Bible says, “Let God arise, and let all His enemies be scattered.”

How can a Christian ever be fooled into believing that they would not have problems... or shouldn’t have problems?

Truth is, any person without an enemy is a nonentity or an unimaginable idiot.

Such a person is not useful to themselves or anyone else! And the enemy may leave them alone... he wouldn’t waste his energy of them!

But as soon as you decide to make progress in any form, there will be forces that are ready to counter your moves.

The interesting thing in the Bible is that:

- For every Pharaoh there is a Moses
- For every Goliath there is a David
• For every devil there is the cross of Christ

• For every spiritual problem there is a solution in the Bible
  (you just have to search a little bit to get it)

But I Don’t Remember my Dreams!

This is very dangerous because in the face of danger and troubles, the person has no spiritual information. It means the enemy has blinded the spirit man and soul. Remember the story of the woman and the evil king in the dream.

Such people die like flies... because they are ignorant of what is going on in the spiritual realm.

Someone who dreamt of being pursued will wake up and start fighting back.

Another one who dreamt of seeing her child drowning in the water will soon wake up and cancel it.

But if the person does not see anything at all, and calamity strikes... they will blame God for allowing bad things to happen, instead of looking for ways to repair their “faulty” spiritual monitoring system.

Sure, some people know they had a dream... but cannot remember or recall it when they wake up. Their monitoring system is faulty or damaged. This is a terrible state to be in.

I have heard of situations where an accident occurs and someone says, “Ah, I saw this thing before.”

Because she didn’t remember, she could not stand against it to prevent it from happening. This is not a good place to be, spiritually.
Chapter EIGHT

4 SPIRITUAL WEAPONS

When unchecked, satan uses the dream world to his advantage. He has a very subtle trick. What he does is that he allows two or three bad dreams to come to pass, then he proceeds to make people believe that every bad dream must come to pass.

When such people go for counseling and prayer, they often say that their case is very urgent. They back this up by saying that whenever they have a dream it always comes to pass. So they fully believe this one will come to pass.

It is clear that people with this mindset have been deceived by the devil.

You must not allow the devil to deceive you. Instead, learn to make use of spiritual weapons freely available to all believers.

Sadly, most Christians have never been taught how to make effective use of spiritual weapons.

They belong to what I call the Ostrich School of Christianity. You know the Ostrich is a bird that hides its face in the sand... thinking that because it cannot see you, therefore you cannot see it.

So these Christians are led to believe that if they remain ignorant of how the enemy manipulates them through dreams, they would somehow not be affected. To them, it is unnecessary to learn about the weapons of spiritual warfare.

But the Bible calls us the soldiers of Christ. One thing about soldiers is that they learn to handle weapons given to them.
You need to know how to make use of the weapons God has given you.

Now, what does the Bible say about these weapons?

*For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling down of strong holds.*

2 Cor 10:4

There are over 100 tried and tested spiritual weapons in the Bible. I’ll go ahead and discuss 4 of the most powerful ones here.

**THE NAME OF JESUS**

The most powerful weapon which is available for our use against satanic dreams is the name of JESUS. The Bible says:

*The name of the LORD is a strong tower: the righteous runs into it, and is safe.*

Prov 18:10

No matter how terrible you are attacked in your dream, if you can still have the consciousness to call the name of Jesus, no power will be able to overcome you.

You can deploy the name of Jesus to overcome every satanic warfare in the dream. But if you call the name of Jesus and evil powers refuse to obey, then there is sin in your life. Something is surely wrong somewhere. There is no other explanation. You cannot blame another person. Sin will render your prayer ineffective.

You need to know the power in the name of Jesus.
Perhaps you are wondering: “Why is it that sometimes when I am dreaming, I do not even remember to call the name of Jesus?”

It is because the name of Jesus has not yet entered into your spirit.

If you keep on repeating a particular word or phrase for a long time, you’ll discover that you might continue repeating the words when you are asleep, because it has entered into your subconscious.

If you always call the name of Jesus in real life, you will find it easy to call His name in your dreams.

In the same way, if you are in the habit of making use of bad vocabulary, you will need deliverance.

You see, when your language is positive and words like: “Jesus, glory be to God, God is good, The Lord is faithful” are always on your lips, you will repeat the same words in your dreams.

**THE BLOOD OF JESUS**

The blood of Jesus is another weapon you can use against satanic dreams. This is clearly stated in the Bible:

*And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the death.*

*Rev 12:11*

The blood of Jesus is a very powerful weapon. Remember, it is written:

*And the blood shall be to you for a token upon the houses where ye are: and when I see the blood, I will pass over you, and the plague shall not be upon you to destroy you...*
THE FIRE OF GOD

The fire of God is another really effective weapon against satanic dreams.

This may sound like a strange weapon, but earnest students of the Bible and mature soldiers in the school of spiritual warfare are very familiar with this.

Here’s how the Bible puts it:

*For, behold, the LORD will come with fire, and with his chariots like a whirlwind, to render his anger with fury, and his rebuke with flames of fire.*

*Isa 66:15*

The Bible also states that God is a consuming fire. It is clear that you can call the fire of God to consume, burn or roast all forms of satanic dreams.

The word of God is filled with wonderful revelations concerning our spiritual weapons. You need to search the word of God for light and guidance... not just read the Bible out of a sense of duty.

You also need to memorize scriptures to effectively deal with the enemy each time he comes against your life.

There is no shortcut to victory!

If you fail to learn enough scriptures, you might be confused at the hour of battle.

It is never too late. You can start to memorize scriptures today.
The average Christian ought to be able to recite at least 52 memory verses.

It is rather unfortunate today that many Christians find it difficult to commit Bible verses to memory.

I remember some of our old Pentecostal fathers used to commit all 150 chapters of the Psalms and the entire book of Revelation to memory!

And they moved mountains for Jesus in their time.

In fact, they taught me some of the things you are reading here.

What do we have today? Many people are quick to memorize the lyrics of worldly music and the dialogues of useless TV shows. This is the work of the enemy.

**ANGELS OF GOD**

Another strange but powerful weapon which God has given every believer are angels. Angels play a prominent role in the battles which the believer faces. The Bible says:

*There shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague come nigh thy dwelling.*
*For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways.*

*Ps 91:10-11*

Again the Bible says:

*Let them be confounded and put to shame that seek after my soul: let them be turned back and brought to confusion that devise my hurt.*
Let them be as chaff before the wind: and let the angel of the LORD chase them.

Let their way be dark and slippery: and let the angel of the LORD persecute them.

Ps 35:4-6

Angels are part of our weapons for spiritual warfare. Some believers are taught (especially here in North America) that we should never engage the enemy in battle. Such people have been deceived into believing that we should just fold our hands since God knows how to give us victory.

But there is nothing wrong if a Christian prays and commands that certain spirits should be bound.

You have the weapons. Why not use them?

There is nothing wrong with commanding the thunder and the lightning of God to blast the enemies of your soul (not human beings, but spirits). This is a very effective weapon.

There is absolutely nothing wrong if a believer prays that the whirlwind of God should scatter the enemy’s devices against her.

There is nothing wrong if a believer decides to apply the arrow and the spear of God against dark unseen forces.

There is nothing wrong if a believer prays that the tempest of God should deal with satanic agents attached to her dreams.

There is just nothing wrong with a believer who prays like the psalmist, especially after being harassed, attacked or violated in the dream.
IGNORANCE IS COSTLY

There are weapons every Christian who wants to enjoy personal victory must learn to use. This is very important for those who attend churches where almost nothing is taught about spiritual warfare.

Whether you or your pastor agrees, you have to fight spiritual battles.

I suspect you are already in the thick of battle... otherwise you won’t be reading this!

I hope you won’t continue to allow the enemy to breathe down your neck, while your favorite TV preacher is busy giving you sugarcoated messages that don’t work in the real world...

No one can escape the reality of this raging war!

If you despise the weapons of your warfare, you are looking to be defeated.

You cannot make any excuses for your defeat. The weapons are there in the Bible.

There are still a few people out there who are diligently teaching others how to use them. If your victory is important to you, you will begin to carefully search God’s word and uncover the weapons that God has already prepared for your use.

However, you must be ready to forget your traditional church beliefs (which have not helped you so far) and embrace the teachings of spiritual warfare.

Some modern day Christians want to appear more righteous than God. I hope you are not one of them.
See what the Bible says:

*My defense is of God... and God is angry with the wicked every day.*

*If he turn not, he will whet his sword; he hath bent his bow, and made it ready.*

*He hath also prepared for him the instruments of death; he ordains his arrows against the persecutors.*

*Ps 7:10-13*

*The heathen are sunk down in the pit that they made: in the net which they hid is their own foot taken.*

*The LORD is known by the judgment which he executes: the wicked is snared in the work of his own hands.*

*Ps 9:15-16*

*Stir up yourself, and awake to my judgment, even unto my cause, my God and my Lord.*

*Let them be ashamed and brought to confusion together that rejoice at mine hurt: let them be clothed with shame and dishonor that magnify themselves against me.*

*Ps 35:23, 26*

We must learn to use the various weapons that God has put at our disposal.

Why?

Because the sources of problems differ. Sources of attack also differ.
But praise God! The Lord has given us all the weapons we would ever need for the battle of life... no matter the source.

**USE APPROPRIATE WEAPONS**

Although God has given us many weapons, certain problems will respond to a particular weapon while another weapon will not have any effect on them.

There’s a story of a man of God who was praying for someone years ago. Before he prayed, some believers had prayed and called down fire. Others prayed and pleaded the blood of Jesus. Yet others prayed and used other weapons. None of it worked!

It took a very specific prayer point from the Holy Spirit for something to happen.

This is why we need to study the different methods of dealing with spiritual problems.

Certain stubborn problems may require a combination of weapons.

A quick example here...

If you had a dream in which somebody came to take your property away, you should ask the Holy Spirit to reach out for that robber. You should also command the thief to appear with your property. Then bind the spirit behind the thief. You can also release the thunder, the arrow and the sword of God against the thief. You can ask the arrow to penetrate and remain in the body of the thief permanently. Then you should collect your property back. Finally cover your property with the blood of Jesus.

Pretty simple when you stop to think about it, isn’t it?
Another quick example...

Maybe you dreamt of seeing masked beings chasing after you. You can command the consuming fire of the Almighty to roast them. If you do this in the dream, you'll actually see the fire burning them before your eyes! You can also send them to the place of torment with a short, simple prayer like, “I command you to go into the pit in the name of Jesus.”

Mind you, masked beings are the embodiment of evil spirits operating in your environment.

This is getting quite exciting...

It is very easy to know if a dream is from God, or if it is from the enemy, satan. If the dream comes from God, you will feel at peace when you wake up. But if it is from the enemy, mysterious things will begin to happen to you. It will be accompanied by feelings of confusion or emptiness. It will leave you paralyzed with fear.

Here’s the first secret of victory:

If you are attacked in the dream, DO NOT PANIC.

Don’t be afraid. As soon as you allow fear to grip you, evil things will begin to work against your life.

I am now going to take you behind the scenes to reveal to you the meaning of certain dream symbols.

What you are about to discover will make you to be more conscious of the fact that the devil is a bloodthirsty warrior who also carries his battle to the realm of dreams. He does not care whether you are ignorant or not. And UNTIL YOU DEAL WITH HIM, he will continue to cause havoc in your marriage, finances, health and every other area of your life. But that will NOT be your portion, in Jesus’ name.
Chapter NINE

91 DREAM SECRETS REVEALED

Right here, I will outline some dream symbols and their meanings only to give you some basic interpretation of those dreams.

A lot of these may appear illogical to the mind but these are spiritual realities.

So many people are suffering the consequences of attacks that started in the dreams.

Many financial and health problems that some are struggling with today can be traced to some strange dream experiences in the past.

By the grace of God, thousands have been led to victory through these same teachings you are now holding in your hands. I may not touch your particular experience in this manual, but you will gain some helpful insight into what happens in the dream realm and how to take action.

Deep and Mysterious Dreams and What They Mean

1. **Stagnant water**... when you see stagnant water in the dream, this represents lack of the moving of the Holy Spirit in your life. It also means lack of progress. You need to review your spiritual life and pray against the spirit of lukewarmness.

2. **Dirty water**... represents the flesh and spiritual dirtiness.

3. **Hair** – represents the glory of God. If you find your hair removed or shaved in the dream, you should address it.
aggressively. It means your glory has been spiritually withdrawn.

4. **Begging** – this is a plan of the devil to prevent the person from getting out of poverty or unemployed state.

5. **Traveling on an endless journey** – person is engaged in unprofitable endeavors.

6. Being **driven by unknown persons** to an unknown destination – this represents a confused and profitless life. Ask the Holy Spirit to unseat all unprofitable drivers and make His way plain for you.

7. **Doors closing before you enter** – this represents the spirit of “almost there”. You need to begin serious praying against blockages at the edge of miracles.

8. The following dreams indicate that one is under the attack of the spirit of **poverty**:

- spending money lavishly
- seeing yourself buying things especially after a financial breakthrough
- wearing rags or tattered shoes
- walking around barefoot
- having products you are not able to sell
- seeing your property being auctioned
- seeing your pocket or purse leaking
- lost substantial amount of money and never found it
- thieves breaking into the house and stealing things
- victim of pickpockets
- seeing rats running about in your house
- seeing rats running into your body
- missing your properties
- your bag or purse containing money is stolen
- having counterfeit money

9. **Always sitting for examinations** and never finishing before time is up – demonic stagnancy, frustration and discouragement. Declare war on ungodly delays and command success into your handwork.

10. All the underlisted dreams are dreams of **defeat and backsliding**. They should be addressed by prayer and fasting.

- death or being buried
- consulting with psychics, mediums, diviners
- stammering
- nightmares
- having cancer or any other disease
- insanity
- loss of salvation
- a man getting married to a man (or woman to woman)
- weakness toward temptation
- compromising holiness
- drinking alcohol

11. **Losing hair** – if you suddenly begin to lose your hair after a dream experience in which you found yourself in a salon where your hair was barbed by force... this indicates your glory or your security is being removed. You have to go into spiritual warfare to recover your hair. You also have to send fire to the salon in the realm of the spirit.

12. **Carrying a basket on your head** – an indication of a satanic plan to make you suffer loss financially. You have to send the fire of God to burn the basket and recover your lost blessings.
13. **Bats flying around** – indicates that the devil is planning to use hypocrites and pretenders against you. You have to bind the bat and ask the fire of God to consume it.

14. **Animals** – generally represent difficulty, hardship and trouble. You should either drive the animal away or decree their death.

15. **Getting married to an unknown person** – this is a big clue the person might have a spirit spouse. Such a dream must be dealt with through violent prayer. Because as long as that invisible marriage contract is in place, the physical marriage will be plagued with problems, separation or divorce.

16. **Dreams of being abandoned** – indicate satanic plan to make you lose friends and favor and also making recovery difficult. You will pray that you refuse to be abandoned. Then you claim back friends and favor in Jesus’ name.

17. **Dreams having to do with abortion** – indicate that the enemy is trying to steal something good from your life before that thing fully manifests. Rebuke the enemy and reject the abortion of good things.

18. **Dreams of contacts with dead parents** and ancestors – indicate serious physical and spiritual illnesses and evil spiritual carry-overs i.e. the bad things that used to happen in their lives are being transferred to the person. What you do is: reject evil linkage, break all evil ancestral covenants and carry-overs.

19. **Dreams of being attacked by armed persons** – indicate that you have serious spiritual battles to fight and there is the presence of formidable obstacles to goodness.
Ask the hosts of heaven to take up the battle. Call down the fire of God to destroy the evil army.

20. **Dreams of bleeding** – indicate that something good is coming out of your life. This may be gradual and it may eventually lead to loss of life. You have to ask the Spirit of God to heal the wound... and command a restoration of the blood.

21. **Dreams of seeing corpses** – indicate that a spirit of death has been assigned against you. You have to stand aggressively and pray against this spirit.

22. **Dreams of seeing cobwebs** – indicate rejection. It means the devil is trying to render your life useless. You must send fire to the spots where the cobwebs are located and scatter the evil producers.

23. **Dreams of putting on earrings** when you don’t put them on in real life – indicate that the enemy is attempting to turn you into a slave. You have to command that the earrings should be removed and sent back to the sender.

24. **Dreams of wearing wigs** – indicates false glory. It cannot last. You have to send fire to burn it and restore your normal hair (which symbolizes your glory).

25. **Dreams of being handcuffed** – indicate that a curse is being placed over your life. In addition the enemy may be trying to destroy your freedom or career. You have to destroy the handcuff and return it to the sender.

26. **Dreams of being at a funeral** – indicate that the enemy is challenging you with the spirit of death. You have to disband the funeral service and deal with the “pastor” or “priest” conducting it. You should also withdraw yourself
from the service. It is not of God. The people who are there are only pretending to be church members. They are all satanic agents.

27. **Dreams of appearing before great mountains** which you are unable to climb – indicate major spiritual obstacles for you to tackle ahead. Here’s where you have to deploy all the spiritual weapons you know... until that mountain is destroyed.

28. **Dreams of climbing with difficulty** until you wake up to discover that you were sweating profusely – Again you need serious prayer here. But if you found yourself climbing until you eventually succeeded, you should begin to praise the LORD. You are victorious. If you climbed and you could not succeed, you should pray fervently against defeat.

29. **Dreams of being accused in court** – indicate that there are obstacles before you. You have to pray against the obstacles and disband the court.

30. **Dreams of seeing padlocks** – indicate that your blessings have been locked up, period. Here’s an instance that you need to get violently angry in the spirit. You do not need to ask for the keys. Command the fire of God to burn the evil padlocks in the name of Jesus. Do this aggressively.

31. **Dreams of wearing tattered cloths** – indicate that you are going to lose some good things. You should stand against such dreams aggressively. The enemy has concluded plans to put you to shame... abort the evil plans immediately.

32. **Dreams of crabs walking all over your body** – indicate that you are going to experience backwardness or setbacks. You should stand against it.
33. **Dreams of drinking dirty water** – your spirit is being poisoned. Command the water to be vomited. Drink the blood of Jesus (symbolically) and ask that your system be purified by the blood of Jesus.

34. **Dreams of swimming in dirty water** – indicate that your spirit is being poisoned. You must pray that the blood of Jesus should enter into the water. You should also command the water to dry up.

35. **Dreams of eating** – indicate that the enemy wants to poison your spiritual life. The enemy may even be distributing different parts of human flesh and you may receive it and eat it without knowing it... if you are dull spiritually. This is a very terrible satanic dream. This is one of the ways that terrible poisons that can lead to incurable diseases are introduced into the body, plus heanness in the spirit. Ask the Holy Spirit to purge you immediately. You need to urgently carry out personal deliverance on yourself (See Step 3 prayers in Prayer Cookbook or Point By Point).

36. **Dreams of drinking a red liquid** – you may be given blood to drink by your enemies without knowing it. Again, this is one of the ways that terrible poisons that can lead to incurable diseases are introduced into the body, plus heanness in the spirit. You have to ask the Holy Spirit to purge you immediately. You need personal deliverance as described in the previous case.

37. **Dreams of driving and being caught in a traffic jam** – indicate a major attempt at hindering you from getting what God wants you to give you. Ask the Holy Spirit to send His dispatch riders there to clear the way for you. This kind of dream reveals the devil’s strategy against your life.
38. **Dreams of seeing someone carrying heavy load** on their head – indicates the load is on the head of the person who is having the dream, whether she knows about it or not! This one should tell you that the spiritual world could be really tricky. You must reject the load and ask the Holy Spirit to remove the load from your head. Then cover yourself with the blood of Jesus. Actually, there is a very powerful prayer point that we used to pray against this specific attack. It says: “Every owner of evil load, carry your load by fire in the mighty name of Jesus” It is both a song and a prayer. If you had this dream and you woke up and prayed this singular prayer for one hour, you’ll see the results that week, if not that same day!

39. **Dreams of someone telling you some load** belongs to you... and maybe you struggle endlessly without being able to lift it up – indicate that the devil does not want you to fulfill your responsibilities. You need to pray fervently.

40. **Dreams of cooking for hours on end**... and not able to complete it before waking up – indicate hindrances to receiving your goodness. You shouldn’t take it lightly. Pray that the Holy Spirit should help cook the food for you.

41. **Dreams of vehicle breaking down while traveling**... and you couldn’t finish fixing it before waking up – indicate an attack on your wheel of progress. You must pray and ask the angels of God to fix the vehicle for you. You must also rebuke the enemy.

42. **Dreams of entering vehicles or aircraft** and not knowing the destination – indicates that the enemy has dispatched the spirit of confusion and uncertainty against the individual. Bind that spirit and remove yourself from the evil vehicle.
43. **Dreams of darkness of any form** – indicates spiritual blindness. This is an ominous dream... those who have such dreams will not see where they are going.

44. **Dreams of being shot** – indicates heavy affliction or satanic attacks. Surprisingly, the bullets may actually enter the body. And you can feel the pain when you wake up. This may eventually result in poverty or sickness. Demonic gunshots can easily be removed. You just command the bullets to be removed in Jesus’ name. Ask the angels of God to minister treatment to you, then fire back at the source of the attack. *(I actually had to do this a few years ago for an evangelist who received gunshots in the dream... and woke up to find a big wound on his leg and blood pouring from it. After this simple prayer, the wound disappeared as mysteriously as it had appeared, praise the Lord!)*

45. **Dreams of being naked** – indicate disgrace and insecurity. You must pray and ask the Holy Spirit to cloth you and remove any object of disgrace from your life.

46. **Dreams of seeing yourself in chains** – indicate imprisonment in the spirit... in other words, the person is in a cage and cannot receive any good thing, no matter how hard she tries. Pray and command the chains to break, release yourself from the evil cage by violent prayer, and declare liberty for yourself in Jesus’ name.

47. **Dreams of having your things stolen** – indicate loss of good things. You shouldn’t joke with this dream. You must pray aggressively and claim back whatever is stolen, be it shoes, clothes, etc.

48. **Dreams of having your wedding dress stolen** – indicates a vicious attack on your marriage, whether you are presently married or not. This also applies in the case where
you dream of your wedding dress stained with blood or in rags. You must go into prayer and fasting very quickly and command the wedding gown to be returned. Then go ahead and claim God’s promises for your marriage. *All those praying for godly spouse should pay attention and think back on the dreams they’ve had in the past. Same goes for those who are divorced or separated. This is a very significant dream. If you know how to deal with it as I’ve advised here, you can avoid so much marital problems.*

**49. Dreams where your Bible is stolen** – indicates an attack on your spiritual power and ability. It is the devil’s attempt to paralyze your spiritual life and eventually make you to backslide! You have to rise up and resist the devil with aggression and violence. Pray that the Holy Spirit should recover your stolen Bible for you... then collect it back by faith.

**50. Dreams of getting confused** when you are about to share the word of God... you should resist it violently. It’s an attack on your spiritual life.

**51. Dreams of burglary** – are spiritual attacks. You have to pray that all your properties should be returned.

**52. Dreams of being attacked by masked entities** – indicate that some witchcraft spirits and other demonic powers have been assigned against you, primarily from your place of birth. Their purpose is to disgrace you and push you into destruction. You have to rebuke them aggressively in Jesus’ name. You must paralyze their powers and deploy every spiritual weapon you know against them. Don’t take this lightly at all. It represents the depth of satanic powers.

**53. Dreams of being in the midst of occult people** in their demonic dresses – indicates that even in the place where you
were born, you are surrounded by satanic agents. You have to battle them by commanding the fire of God to consume them. Also break every conscious or unconscious covenant formed by you or formed by someone on your behalf with evil powers.

54. **Dreams of dogs licking your body** – indicate you have sexual demons. You must seek deliverance in a genuine deliverance ministry (where they’ll ask you to fast and pray aggressively for at least 5 days).

55. **Dreams of receiving dirty money** – indicates contamination of finances. You have to resist and rebuke the spirits behind it and destroy the money.

56. **Dreams of wandering about in the mall** or market without even remembering what to buy and you ended up buying nothing – indicates financial confusion. You must stand against it as well as destroy the evil market... and withdraw yourself from it in the name of Jesus.

57. **Dreams of being cursed** – indicates that the devil wants to put you under perpetual affliction. It shows there is an evil handwriting against you. You must nullify the curses through prayer. You must blot out the evil handwriting and pray that the curse should go back to the sender (please note: this is a spiritual operation and does not mean you are sending the curse back to a human being).

58. **Dreams of having sex**, whether with someone appearing as your spouse or not – is demonic. That sexual partner is a demonic being known as spirit husband or spirit wife. Listen, this spirit is responsible for so much marital turbulence. It operates behind the scene, undetected in most cases. You have to attack this spirit with all the weapons you know about. Rebuke it in the name of the LORD. Bind and stop
this spirit from visiting you again. **WARNING: Be sure you are NOT engaged in the sin of sex outside marriage. This is the sin that gives them legal ground and license to operate.** The sole objective is to destroy marriages, or prevent people from getting married in the first place, or introduce barrenness into marriages, and even steal finances from a marriage... a really terrible one, this...

**59. Dreams that recur every time you want to touch** or start something good – indicates that you are suffering from what the prayer warriors call, “The Demonic Stabilizer.” *This dream stabilizes a person and keeps her at the same level... without progress, stagnant and with nothing to show for all the hard work and effort.* You must use the weapons of prayer and fasting, sometimes for weeks or even for months on end. This stabilizing influence may not affect your entire life. For instance a person may be allowed to prosper financially while the marriage is in shambles... or the kids may be on drugs or mentally retarded, etc. For others it might be chronic poverty while the marriage may be somewhat okay. Yet, for others it might be in the area of health and well-being. All told this is a serious hindrance to progress in that area and will result in lack of fulfillment in life. The yoke behind it should be broken by prolonged fasting and focused praying.

**60. Dreams of being amputated** – indicates the spirit of death is after a person. If you have ever had that kind of dream, you should pray against the spirit of death.

**61. Dreams of being in an ungodly school** – indicates you’ve been initiated into the kingdom of satan, whether you know it or not. Disband the evil school and wipe off your name from their register with the blood of Jesus.
62. **Dreams of going back to childhood days** – indicates that the person is under attack by the forces of retardation, or arrested development. These are powers responsible for making a person not to exceed a particular stage in life. *When you keep seeing either your nursery or high school or the old house your family lived in when you were a kid, you should know that your progress has been arrested in the spirit.* Your vehicle of destiny is under attack and you should go into battle and fight back.

63. **Dreams of uncompleted tasks** – This indicates vagabond anointing. It is a terrible dream showing the vehicle of destiny of a person is under heavy attack. See the prayer assignment at the end of this book.

64. **Dreams of seeing slow animals** e.g. tortoise, snails regularly – Indicates tortoise or snail anointing has been programmed into your life, resulting in... extremely slow progress or no progress at all, procrastination and all good things suffering postponement. What to do? See prayer section.

65. **Dreams of drowning and crying for help** – indicates that the enemy is planning tribulation for you.

66. **Dreams of being obstructed** as you seek to cross from one place to another – indicates that the enemy is trying to hinder your progress.

67. **Dreams where you find yourself having both a male and female organ** – the bottom line is that you’ve been initiated into witchcraft, with or without your knowledge.

68. **Dreams of nursing or breastfeeding a strange baby** – indicates that the enemy is drinking the milk of your life. It
leads to failure at the edge of breakthroughs, lack of favor, and scarcity of helpers. A very terrible satanic weapon.

69. **Dreams of falling into a pit** and unable to come out – means the enemy has imprisoned the person. Blessings can not fall upon a person who is already caged like this, no matter how hard they pray for blessings. They must come out of the pit first.

70. **Dreams of contrary winds blowing against you** – God is telling you there are troubles ahead that have been designed to retard your progress. If your cap or headgear is blown away by the wind, disgrace is on its way for you. Rise up and fight back.

71. **Dreams of losing your shoes** – indicates that marital turbulence is coming. You’d better start praying and fasting. If you lost your academic certificates, those ones are as good as dead or useless... you’ll not be able to find work with them. If you lost your clothes, this is an attack on your honor and glory.

72. **Dreams of being beaten by the rain** – indicate that the enemy has prepared a truckload of trouble for you.

73. **Dreams of fire destroying your property** – the enemy is trying to introduce calamity or woe into your life. You have to stop it through prayer.

74. **Dreams of being in a filthy environment** with human waste and other dirty things, etc – indicates that the enemy is trying to make you miss heaven.

75. **Dreams of losing your key** – the enemy is trying to steal your spiritual authority from you. Don’t allow him.
76. **Dreams of a child missing** – you have to pray hard for that child not to die.

77. **Dreams of being beaten or flogged** – an attempt to destroy your reputation.

78. **Dreams of a woman shaving your hair** – you need to pray to stop the enemy from killing your spouse.

79. **Dreams of dogs attacking you** – these are attacks by sexual demons.

80. **Dreams of being attacked by cats and serpents** – these are witchcraft attacks from the pit of hell.

81. **Dreams of serpents** – this one should not be taken lightly at all. If you seen serpents in the dream and you fail to destroy it, know for sure that the serpent is coming back to fight another day. If you see yourself being pursued or bitten by serpents, the enemy is poisoning your life.

82. **Dreams of crocodile** – This is a terrible spirit called Leviathan in the Bible. It can disturb a person emotionally, mentally and physically. You need to use a special weapon to deal with it.

83. **Bleeding in the dream** – witchcraft attack against your health.

84. **Dreams about seeing animals** – indicate difficulties and problems. If the animal is pursuing you, it means problems are being introduced into your life. It is even worse when these animals do attack. For instance, when you see bats or owls in the dream, it means that hypocrites are working against you and the spirits and forces of the night are also pursuing you.
85. **Dreams of drinking alcohol** – this represents confusion

86. **Seeing corpses in the dream** – indicates the forces of death coming into a person’s life.

87. **Cobwebs in your dream** – indicates that the spirit of rejection and disfavor is at work against you.

88. **Dreams of wandering about in the jungle** – means the enemy wants to make you sweat and gather nothing.

89. **Dreams of being exhausted always** – means the enemy is introducing fruitless struggles into your life.

90. **If you find yourself vomiting in the dream** – the enemy is trying to make you lose your virtue.

91. **If you find yourself with rotten fruits** or eggs in the dream – it means the enemy is introducing failure into your life.
Chapter TEN

WAKE UP TO YOUR DREAM

Anyone having bad and ugly dreams will continue to suffer unnecessarily, if they remain ignorant of their implications. In the last two months, I have received 847 cases like these from my readers worldwide. As I cannot answer all these emails one by one, I have explained some of the most common ones here.

Why Are Christians Still Having These Dreams?

The main reason is that most modern day Christians are not serious with their spiritual life. They are playing with sin.

One well-known man of God almost had a heart attack recently at the annual convention of all his pastors and church workers.

As he was preaching, the Holy Spirit told him that 75% of those “holy” looking people had committed fornication or adultery that very week. He couldn’t believe his ears… until the Holy Spirit told him to do an altar call and ask those people to come out and confess their sins… or they will be dead in 7 days!

You should have seen the stampede… well-respected pastors were jumping over the chairs in their haste to make it to the altar. But none of them moved initially until they heard they would die in a few days.

Needless to say, the man of God broke down and cried!

Truth be told… anyone who goes to a Bible-believing church where they preach holiness and transformation of lives… and refuses to change, makes herself a good candidate of dream attack.
Anyone living in any known sin has already given a blank check to dream attackers to run riot in their dreams.

I don’t want you to remain in ignorance. If you dismiss satanic dreams with a wave of the hand thinking they are harmless, you are only deciding to allow the devil to have his way in your life.

In that case, you shouldn’t blame God or anyone else for your plight.

You will be doing yourself and your loved ones a world of good if you take a decision to pray against satanic dreams whenever they rear their ugly head.

Here’s my advice to you:

*Whenever you are attacked in the dream, you will have to get the fire of holy anger boiling within you... with leaping flames to consume all those dream attackers!*

Be systematic and methodical in dealing with these ugly dreams.

If you are a child of God, you should NOT be experiencing this type of things.

But if you've had them as a result of ignorance, carelessness or prayerlessness, you can experience total victory starting NOW.

You may ask, “But I have had these types of dream for so many years without doing anything about it. Can I still correct things and undo what satan has done?”

The answer is: YES, you can!

I have great news for you... please pay close attention.
There is a glorious opportunity in the spiritual world which you need to know about.

If you have a tape player, you will know about two important functions – rewind and fast forward.

Here’s the big secret...

You have such facilities in prayer! You can rewind your dream experiences back to your infancy through prayer. You can counter the effect of all the bad dreams you had for the past ten, twenty, forty years, etc.

Here’s how you pray:

_Father, in the name of Jesus, I reverse the effect of the negative dreams I had ten years ago. Any negative effect should be completely cancelled by the blood of Jesus. In Jesus’ name. Amen._

Simple prayer? It is very powerful... and works fast, especially when you pray it like a soldier in fighting mode.

If there are dreams you have forgotten, you can ask the Holy Spirit to bring the important ones to your remembrance. You’ll be surprised that you’ll suddenly remember dreams you had when you were 7, or 21, or 30. After recalling the dream, go ahead to cancel their negative impact upon your life.

In the next chapter, you’ll be entering an intense practical session with real-life prayer points that have been PROVEN to be really effective over a period of 77 years.
How to Counter Dream Attacks

The Bible says:

*But be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiving your own selves*

*James 1:22*

There is no way for you to benefit from the content of this manual without carrying out the following instructions.

You see it is possible to read about great peace without experiencing any iota of peace.

Same thing goes for reading about the blessings of God in the Bible. Most people never experience them.

It is possible to read about great prosperity without experiencing it.

In the same manner, you can discover the secrets of dreams that I have shared here... and you continue to suffer loss, harassment, defeat, attack and affliction through dreams, God forbid.

On the other hand you can draw the battle line and tell the devil, “Enough is Enough.”

You can declare that you are completely fed up and done with satanic manipulation through the dream.

You can ONLY do this effectively by taking the following steps:
STEP ONE

If you have not done so already (or if you are not sure), you must give your life to Jesus Christ and experience the new birth. When you genuinely and sincerely take this step, you will experience a major lift from the level of defeat to the level of dominion.

The Bible says:

> Who hath delivered us from the power of darkness, and hath translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son:

> In whom we have redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins:

*Col 1:13-14*

STEP TWO

You must learn the art and science of aggressive praying. I explain this in detail in my book, “Passion Prayer of Jesus the Christ” – a book that is distributed freely worldwide.

You can request your free ebook version by visiting

[http://www.firesprings.com/contact](http://www.firesprings.com/contact)

Prayer changes things. Aggressive and focused praying can change your dreams. Significantly, this type of praying removes the hand of the devil from your dream life.
STEP THREE

Get personal, practical help. In most cases, you may need person-to-person counseling.

Thousands of lives have been transformed through counseling and prayer. A few Christian ministries still exist who take prayer and counseling seriously. I advise that you search for such fellowships in your area... where your spiritual health is a primary concern.

IF YOU ARE ATTACKED, AS SOON AS YOU WAKE UP

1. Never panic when you wake up, if you’ve experienced attack in the dream
2. Even if your body is shaking, be calm and cool... then launch an offensive.
3. Use the name of Jesus as your combination of shield and battering ram.
4. Plead the blood of Jesus and claim protection against the hosts of darkness
5. Rebuke the devil and take authority over him and his wicked agents in the name of Jesus.

Always Pay Attention...

To any recurring dream. It may be a pointer to the solution of a particular problem in your life.

You can be sure that the devil and his agents are behind all the horrible experiences in the dream such as eating with the dead, swimming in water, serving people you don’t know, playing with snakes, marriage in the spirit world to unknown men or women, having children in the spirit world, having sexual intercourse with known and unknown
partners, getting out of the body for meetings, forceful sex or feeding, regular drinking of red liquid, being on a throne with known or unknown faces bowing down to you, finding yourself in strange parties, etc.

But the Bible says:

“Blessed be the LORD my Rock, who teaches my hands to war and my fingers to fight.”

Psalm 144:1

Remember those old Pentecostal fathers I mentioned earlier? These are the prayers they loved to pray.

In the 1930s they spearheaded a mighty revival which has become a reference point and a watershed in the annals of Christianity.

Their evangelical drive was aggressive, their commitment to holiness exemplary and their demonstration of the power of God over evil forces overwhelming.

These humble folks used to walk into hospitals... and empty them... through a naked demonstration of the healing power of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Every single time.

You are about to engage the kind of prayers they loved to pray... prayers that work... and work... and work.

Don’t be surprised...

• if you suddenly find that certain sickness (that doctors have pronounced “incurable”) disappear after praying these prayers aggressively for 7 days...
• or if your marriage experiences a powerful turnaround... and your spouse just gives his life to Christ...

• or finances, job and career get restored...

• or the long-awaited godly spouse finally shows up!

ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN!

Gird your loins... as we go into battle!
Chapter ELEVEN

111 PRAYER BULLETS TO MANIFEST YOUR SUCCESS DREAMS – AND CANCEL THE BAD AND THE UGLY

Confession

Ps 27:1-2: The LORD is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear? the LORD is the strength of my life; of whom shall I be afraid?

When the wicked, even mine enemies and my foes, came upon me to eat up my flesh, they stumbled and fell.

1 Cor 10:21: You cannot drink the cup of the Lord, and the cup of devils: you cannot be partakers of the Lord’s table, and of the table of devils (please personalize it by changing “you” to “I”).

Psalm 91 (Note: I humbly advise that you do all you can to commit this psalm – all 16 verses – to memory. You’ll reap the benefits every day.)

Praise worship

(Please spend quality time to sing passionate praises to the Lord... and worship him from the bottom of your heart.)

1 Lord, show me dreams and visions that would advance my cause.
2 I claim all good things that God has revealed to me through dreams. I reject all negative dreams, in Jesus’ name.
3 Let all tests in the dream be converted to testimonies in Jesus’ name.
4 Let all trials in the dream be converted to triumphs in Jesus’ name.
5 Let all failures in the dream be converted to success in Jesus’ name.
6 Let all scars in the dream be converted to stars in Jesus’ name.
7 Let all bondage in the dream be converted to freedom in Jesus’ name.
8 Let all losses in the dream be converted to gains in Jesus’ name.
9 Let all opposition in the dream be converted to victories in Jesus’ name.
10 Let all weaknesses in the dream be converted to strength in Jesus’ name.
11 Let all negative things in the dream be converted to positive in Jesus’ name.
12 Lord Jesus, wash my spiritual eyes, ears and mouth with your blood.
13 I command all my good dreams to manifest by fire in the name of Jesus.
14 O Lord, perform the necessary surgical operation in my life and change all that has gone wrong in the spiritual world.
15 I claim back all the good things I have lost as a result of attacks and defeats in my dreams in the name of Jesus.
16 Lord Jesus, replace all satanic dreams with heavenly visions and divinely-inspired dreams.
17 I cancel and wipe off all evil dreams in the name of Jesus.
18 Let the blood of Jesus erase all evil dreams I’ve ever had in Jesus’ name.
19 Let all evil dreams be replaced with blessings in Jesus’ name.
20 O Lord, enlarge my coast beyond my wildest dreams in the name of Jesus.
21 Any dream that I’ve had that are good and from God, I receive them; those that are from the devil, I reject them in the name of Jesus.
22 I release myself from every sickness introduced into my life through dreams in the name of Jesus.
Divine revelations, spiritual visions, dreams and information will not dry up in my life in Jesus’ name.

Holy Spirit, purge my intestines and my blood from dream foods and injections (please spend time on this one).

Holy Spirit, purge my intestines and my blood from dream foods and injections.

Let all satanic designs of oppression against me in dreams and visions be frustrated in the name of Jesus

Let all the enemies of good dreams and visions concerning my home be rendered impotent in the name of Jesus

I bind the activities of demonic manipulations in dreams and visions in the name of Jesus

I stand against every form of defeat in my dreams in the name of Jesus

I claim freedom from satanic and restless dreams in Jesus’ name.

(You are going to be specific here. Place your hand on your chest and talk to God specifically about the dreams that need to be cancelled. Cancel the dream with all your strength. If you need fire, command the fire of God to burn them to ashes.)

I arrest every spiritual attacker and paralyze their activities in my life in the name of Jesus.

I recover my stolen virtues, goodness and blessings in the name of Jesus.

Let all satanic manipulations through dreams be dissolved in the name of Jesus.

Let all arrows, gunshots, wounds, oppression and opposition in dreams return to theirsenders in the name of Jesus.

I reject every evil spiritual load placed on me through dreams in the name of Jesus.
37 All spiritual animals (cats, dogs, snakes, crocodiles, birds) activated against me, be chained and be destroyed by the fire of God in the name of Jesus.

38 I break every evil covenant and initiation through dreams in the name of Jesus.

39 I disband all the hosts of darkness set against me in the name of Jesus.

40 Let all past satanic defeats in the dream be converted to victory in the name of Jesus.

41 Let all attempts by the enemy to deceive me through dreams fail woefully, in the name of Jesus.

42 I reject evil spiritual husband, wife, children, marriage, engagement, trading, pursuit, money, friend, relative, etc. in the dream in the mighty name of Jesus.

43 The God who answers by fire, answer by fire whenever dream attackers come against me in Jesus’ name.

44 I release myself from every dream pollution in the name of Jesus.

45 Let every satanic attack on my life in the dream be converted to victory in the name of Jesus.

46 Let all rivers, trees, forests, evil companions, evil pursuers, visions of dead relatives, snakes, spirit husbands, spirit wives and masked beings manipulated against me in the dream be completely destroyed by the power in the blood of Jesus.

47 Every power and spirit in the likeness of snakes attacking me in my dreams, be buried in the name of Jesus.

48 Let every demonic influence targeted at destroying my vision, dream and ministry receive total disappointment, in the name of Jesus.

49 I stand against every dream of defeat in Jesus’ name.

50 I send the arrows and gunshots fired against me in the dream back to their senders in the name of Jesus.

51 I paralyze all powers that feed people in the dream and I forbid their food in my dreams in the name of Jesus.
52 Let all the contamination in my life through dreams be cleansed by the blood of Jesus.
53 I cancel all visions, dreams, words, and curses contrary to my progress in the name of Jesus.
54 I bind every demon that pollutes spiritual visions and dreams in the name of Jesus.
55 Every satanic animal in my dream, fall down and die in the name of Jesus.
56 My imagination and dreams will not be used against me, in Jesus’ name.
57 By the blood of Jesus, I reject every attacking and fearful dream in the name of Jesus.
58 Let any evil vision and dream about my life, evaporate from the camp of the enemy in the name of Jesus.
59 Every cause of demotion in the dreams be nullified by the blood of Jesus.
60 Every cause of confused and unprogressive dreams in my life, be nullified by the blood of Jesus.
61 Every cause of harassment by familiar faces in the dream, be nullified by the blood of Jesus.
62 My dream will not become a nightmare in Jesus’ name.
63 Any anti-progress material fired into my life through dreams, be nullified in the name of Jesus.
64 By the blood of Jesus, I nullify every dream of___ (pick from the underlisted).

- swimming in the water
- eating strange food
- drinking unknown liquid
- having sex with fair or dark men/women
- running without getting to a stop
- talking alone without response
- getting married with a dirty garment
- having or breast-feeding children
- having bald head or hair falling off
- sitting on a broken or cracked fence
- falling inside the mud
- eating from a broken plate
- getting married without a wedding suit/dress
- sleeping/playing in an unfinished building

65 Every witchcraft hand planting evil seeds in my life through dreams, wither and burn to ashes, in the name of Jesus.
66 Every marine witchcraft that has introduced spirit husband/wife or child in my dreams, be roasted by fire in the name of Jesus.
67 Every agent of marine witchcraft assigned to attack my finances through the dream, fall down and perish in the name of Jesus.
68 Every agent of marine witchcraft posing as my husband, wife or child in my dreams, be roasted by fire in the name of Jesus.
69 I command all my properties captured by spiritual robbers in the dream, to become too hot to handle and be returned to me in the name of Jesus.
70 I reverse any defeat I have ever suffered in the dream in the name of Jesus.
71 Every night attack through dreams, I nullify the consequences in the name of Jesus.
72 Every dream of demotion to junior school, be destroyed; I shall go from glory to glory in the name of Jesus.
73 By the power in the blood of Jesus I cancel the maturity date of any evil dream concerning my life in the name of Jesus.
74 Every sickness planted into my life through dreams, get out now and go back to your sender in the name of Jesus.
75 Let life be completely squeezed out of my dream attackers in Jesus’ name.
76 By the power in the blood of Jesus, I command all my buried good dreams and visions to be resurrected in Jesus’ name.
77 By the power in the blood of Jesus, I command all my polluted good dreams and visions to receive divine cleansing in the name of Jesus.
78 By the power in the blood of Jesus, I command all dream and vision killers working against the manifestation of my good dreams and visions to be paralyzed.
79 By the power in the blood of Jesus, I command every good dream and vision that has been stolen away, to be restored with fresh fire.
80 By the power in the blood of Jesus, I command every good dream and vision that has been transferred to be restored with fresh fire.
81 By the power in the blood of Jesus, I speak to every good dream and vision that has been poisoned and I command the poison to be neutralized in Jesus’ name.
82 By the power in the blood of Jesus, I command every good dream and vision that has been amputated to receive divine strength in Jesus’ name.
83 Let all contamination in my life through dreams be cleansed by the blood of Jesus.
84 I resist the threat of death in my dream in the name of Jesus.
85 Every evil dream that other people have had about me, I cancel them in the spirit world in the mighty name of Jesus.
86 Every image of satan and his agents in my dream, I rebuke you in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ.
87 Every dream of demotion, I command you to wither now in the name of Jesus.
88 Every arrow of death in the dream, come out now and go back to your sender in the name of Jesus.
89 Every dream of poverty sponsored against my life, vanish in the name of Jesus.
90 I dash every poverty dream to pieces in the name of Jesus.
91 I cancel the manipulation of every satanic dream in the name of Jesus.
92 You powers of the night polluting my dreams, be paralyzed in the name of Jesus.
93 Every anti-prosperity dream, die in the name of Jesus.
94 I paralyze the spirits that bring bad dreams to me in the name of Jesus.
95 I cancel and wipe off all evil dreams in the name of Jesus.
96 Let the blood of Jesus erase all evil dreams from my life, in Jesus’ name.
97 My dreams, my joys, my breakthroughs that have been buried in the dark world, be resurrected now, in the name of Jesus.
98 Every dream serpent, go back to your sender in the mighty name of Jesus.
99 Every satanic lion in my dream, be destroyed by the Lion of Judah in the name of Jesus.
100 Every power planting affliction in my life in the dream, be buried alive in the name of Jesus.
101 Any evil thing that gained access into my life through the dream, come out now and be destroyed in the name of Jesus.
102 O Lord, deliver me from witchcraft dreams in Jesus’ name.
103 I reject evil dreams, I receive divine revelations in Jesus’ name.
104 I drink the blood of Jesus to neutralize every satanic food or drinks that I have taken in the dream in Jesus’ name.
105 I bind every instrument of satanic retaliation in Jesus’ name.
106 I bind and paralyze every strongman of fear in my life in the name of Jesus.
107 I loose myself from the bondage of fear in Jesus’ name.
108 I loose myself from all demonic fears and from all their tormenting and enslaving powers, in Jesus’ name.
I loose myself from all negative religious fears, bondage to traditions of demons and men, religious images and witchcraft prophets, in Jesus’ name.

Cover yourself and your loved ones with the blood of Jesus.

Thank God for answering your prayers.

THE END